In the final issue for 2013, the editors of Science awarded the title of "Breakthrough of the Year" to Cancer Immunotherapy in light of advancements in the areas of adoptive T cell therapy (ACT), especially using chimeric antigen receptors (CAR), and immune checkpoint blockade with antibodies like a-CTLA4 (drug name: ipilimumab). 1 While most of the work on T cell therapies has been focused on inciting CD8
C T cell responses, by administering antigen (Ag)-loaded dendritic cells (DCs) or cytokineproducing autologous tumor cells, CD4 C T cells have become an increasingly interesting effector population. We describe in a recent publication how cellular interleukin-12 (IL-12) therapy results in development of CD4 C cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL).
2 CD4 C T cells are typically considered helper cells, important for licensing DCs and enabling activation of CD8 C T cells that ultimately perform the effector function. For some time, however, reports have been emerging about CD4
C T cells with cytotoxic function of their own and we previously published a murine model of IL-12 therapy that has a predominant CD4 C T cell response. 3 Furthermore, the response is diverse and robust as this CTL population constitutes only one of several effector mechanisms that we have observed to be responsible for leukemia cell killing in this model. Last year, companion papers by Mucida et al. 4 and Reis et al. 5 characterized the unique gene signature responsible for the acquisition of Ag-dependent cytotoxic activity by CD4 C CTL. This adds another layer of phenotypic plasticity onto this population that is fundamentally different from the other subtypes, which remain "helpers". CD4
C CTLs are likely a relevant effector population in a broader range of circumstances than is currently appreciated, but their "helper" label masks the range of their contribution and little is known about what drives them to become cytotoxic. We teased out the mechanism by which our cellular IL-12 therapy leads preferentially to a CD4
C response using an in vitro model to map out independent stages and determine the key players in each. C T cells is marked by decreased expression of ThPOK, a transcription factor that generally suppresses the cytolytic program in helper T cells and is associated with the production of granzyme B (GzmB). While other cytolytic mechanisms may also be at play, specific eradication of the leukemia target cells is, at least in part, accomplished by way of GzmB and perforin (Fig. 1) . Our in vitro system allowed us to systematically separate out the populations during different phases of the response and determine that while NKT cells are imperative for the activation of DC, they are not required during the effector phase. Experiments conducted in vivo demonstrated that our IL-12 therapeutic approach leads to a dominant CD4
C response where the CD4 C population can effectively cure mice in the absence of CD8 C T cells 3 and effector cells derived from primed mice had the same ThPOK low , GzmB high phenotype as the effector cells in our culture system. Nonetheless, examination of the in vivo memory response revealed that memory resides in both the CD4
C and CD8 C T cell compartments. Interestingly, DCs are known to orchestrate different responses depending on whether they are licensed by NKT cells or CD4 C T cells. 6 This may in part explain the diverse nature of the response initiated in our system. An interesting phenomenon was observed in the clinic when a patient was successfully treated with an autologous CD4 C clone recognizing the NY-ESO-1 Ag expressed on a portion of his tumor cells; the entire tumor regressed in the wake of a CD8 C T cell response, recognizing multiple target molecules, initiated de novo by the adoptively transferred CD4 C T cell clone. 7 This begs the question, can a CD4 C T cell simultaneously behave as a helper cell and exhibit cytolytic activity? If so, how can we optimize treatment conditions to achieve this? Transferring CD4 C T cell clones might be one way, but another clinical report described cytotoxic CD4 C T cells arising in patients treated with ipilimumab 8 ; underlining that CD4
C CTL are likely important players in effective immune responses. An alternate possibility is that cytokine therapy may be optimal because it initiates a response further upstream, inducing a diverse set of effector populations, including CD4 C CTL, to maximize robustness.
The immune response downstream of cell-mediated IL-12 therapy is diverse and multi-pronged; consisting, at least, of CD4 C and CD8 C CTL. Despite limited clinical success to date, IL-12 was ranked as the 3rd most desirable therapeutic agent for its potential to successfully treat cancer precisely because of its ability to induce potent immune responses. 9 Notwithstanding, the greatest successes are likely to come from therapeutic regiments that combine synergistic approaches. Attempts to design such approaches that include cytokine therapy are beleaguered by a lack of clarity about the activity of specific cytokines under different conditions (see ref. 10 for discussion). Our system illustrates this point clearly as the mode of IL-12 delivery in vivo completely alters the dominant response; a classic CD8 C CTL response was observed when mice were injected with the recombinant protein, whereas CD4
C CTL dominated when the mice received a cellular vaccine of IL-12-producing syngeneic leukemia cells. This may be because other products of the inoculating cells alter the activity of IL-12, or because different delivery methods result in different amounts of IL-12 at the local site of interaction with the immune system, or it may have to do with the protein's source and attendant differences in post translational modifications. Whatever the case, an understanding of why this is may inform how treatment preparations can be manipulated to obtain the desired response.
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